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My recollection is that EUPRIO, and its successive Steering
Committees, tackled these problems, but with limited success.
is was partly because the Governments of various memberstates kept changing the national rules about university education,
and overall the universities had an ever-increasing need for greater
funding.
In the mid-nineties I had another major career change, and I
left Queen’s University to pursue a career in full-time writing. It
was a decision which I have never regretted, and during the past
decade and more I have not had to work for committees or
university presidents, but merely for my latest publisher or editor!
However, I look back on my university days as one of the more
diﬃcult and challenging parts of my career, but on the positive
side I made many great friends and met some wonderful people.

Theme: New Horizons
Venue: University of Granada
Languages: English, French and
Spanish with simultaneous translations.
Number of participants: 150 Attendance was allowed to EUPRIO
members only, up to a maximum of 15
from larger countries and 7 from
smaller countries, excluding Steering
Committee members, plus Spanish
members. Countries not taking up the
allotted number of places were to make
them available for people from other
countries.
Plenary sessions
Corporate Identity - UK and the USA
experiences
Ray Footman
Director of the Information and Public
Relations Service at the University of
Edinburgh

Corporate identity – a Southern approach
Edoardo Brioschi
University “Cattolica del Sacro Cuore”
of Milan
Internal communication – How? Why?
New tools…
A Spanish speaker and a South
American speaker
Europe: a common language?
European communication and people:
an overview
Domenico Lenarduzzi
Task Force “Education, Training, Youth,
Human Resources” of the European
Community
Europe: branching out – Europe and
the world: new ways of collaboration
Antonio Marín Ruíz
Director of the Communication and
Documentation Service at the University
of Granada
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Theme: Communications and the
responsible university
Languages: English. Plenary sessions
translated into French and Spanish.
Number of participants: limited to
200. Places reserved for EUPRIO
members only.
Plenary sessions
The essential role of communications
in an effective and responsible
university
Barbro Berg
Head of Information, National Agency
for Higher Education
Inge Jonsson
Rector of Stockholm University
Bjarne Kirsebom
Under-Secretary of State, Ministry of
Education

Presenting and publicising university
research to the community, with
particular reference to environmentrelated issues
Anna-Greta Dyring
Head of Information, Swedish Council
for Planning and Communication of
Research
Henrik Mickos
PhD, Stockholm University
The future of higher education
institutions in Europe
Thorsten Nybom
Head of the Council for Studies of
Higher Education
Madeleine von Heland
The Institute for Research on Business
and Work Life Issues

